


Designed to fit below 16” (406mm) plastic 
and 22” (559mm) metal boots, Cumberland 
standard unloaders are available for 2.2” 
(55mm), 3”(75mm), 3.5”(90mm), and 5” 
(125mm) Flex-Flo™ or 4” and 6” rigid auger 
systems. All Cumberland unloaders have a 
ultra high impact, polypropylene slide-gate 
above the auger to meter feed or 
serve as a complete shut off. Also, 
a convenient inspection/ clean 
out plate, lacated on the side, 
is easily removed with two 
wing nuts. Additionally they  
feature a heavy duty ball 
bearing for increased service 
life and reduced maintenance.



Cumberland’s 16”(40.6cm) parabolic boot 
(available in straight boot, 30° boots, and 
straight twin boots) is made from the very 
latest ultra high impact polypropylene for 
greater flexibility, and durability. Most of 
our competitors use the older ABS plastic, 
which is stiff, brittle and prone to fracture, 
cracking and tear-out, especially where it’s 
attached to steel. ABS is not able to be UV 
stabilized, unlike our polypropelene resin 
blend which contains special UV light 
inhibitors, further enhancing it’s durability.

• Rugged and durable

An affordable and simple way to prevent bridging 
and promote even feed flow in feed bins!
• Reduces feed bridging
• First feed in is first feed Out
• Reduces feed separation
• Easy to install

Sure-Flo supports bracket 
bolts to the hopper collar of 
new or existing feed bins and 
is quick and simple to install.
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Cumberland offers five Flex-Flo models with 
capacities ranging from 15 Ibs. to220Ibs / 
Minutes (6.8kg to 99.8kg/min). Whether it’s 
ground feed, crumble feed, mash, high moisture 
corn, shelled corn or pellets, Cumberland has 
the equipment to handle it. For corn with up to 
27% moisture and other hard to flow materials, 
Cumberland also offers a flex-Flo™ High Rough-
age system which incorporates a special 
combination of a 3” (75mm) auger in a 3-1/2” 
(90mm) tube to reduce plugging.
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*Designed and manufactured in the USA.

Feed bridging has become a common event in the poultry industry as feed rations change due 
to fluctuating input costs and the use of alternative feed stuffs to lower cost and gain feed 
efficiency. The “ Flow Hammer” is a reliable and affordable solution that easily adapts to most 
existing feed bins. This product aids in the prevention of out of feed events in all phases of 
poultry production.

• Helps minimize feed bridging events to keep feed flowing consistently to animals.
• Can be installed on a full or empty bulk feed tank.
• Low maintenance and simple installation (no field modifications to the tank required).
• Control unit has both timer and sensor controlled  modes:
    - The timed mode uses an “on” time and a “cycle” time to control the flow Hammer when the 
      feed system is running. 
    - The sensor mode uses a sensing device to detect a feed flow issues and activates the 
      Flow Hammer. Once the event has ended, the Flow Hammer shuts off.  
• 240 volt power supply required.
• Simple and concise control units, with test mode.
• Control unit can be remotely mounted or tank mounted with optional leg bracket.

Comparing to high frequency vibration devices, 
which are effective in promoting feed flow, but 
results in loosened hardware and metal fatigue 
potentially resulting in structural failure, our 
FLOW HAMMER’s low frequency/ high impact 
design promoted feed flow without damaging 
your feed bin or voiding its warranty.
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The i-plus 3 control pan feeding system utilizes 
Infrared technology to detect the level of feed in 
the control pan for proper and reliable operation. 
Infrared technology does not require any moving 
mechanical mechanism or sensitivity 
adjustments.
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Cumberland offers a variety of control pans for your 
feeder line. Choose from I-PLUS 3, proximity switch, 
micro, switch to Cumberland’s exclusive control pan. 
All control pan models are durably constructed and 
assure consistent feed regulation.



Flushing of the Cumberland Watering System requires no Extra plumbing and valves. 
The Cumberland Regulator can be easily removed from the watering line without 
interfering with the suspension of the watering line. The heavy-duty housing of the 
Cumberland Water Regulator design allows higher incoming water pressure and helps 
to prevent any leakage where housing is bolted together. Square pipe adaptor kit is 
available for Square Pipe System.

Cumberland’s experience and engineering continue to bring you a 
complete watering system loaded with innovation and features that 
promote large healthy birds and dry floors.
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This system features an important innovation: using ball valve sitting 
on toggle pin. It has a 360 side-to-side toggle action Evo-Flow screw in 
nipple, which makes drinking four times easier than ever before. The 
upper metering ball precisely control the flow of water through the 
valve and the high quality snap on drip cup which keeps the litter dry.

Cumberland Watering Systems deliver superior overall 
performance, meets the highest global standard. 

Evo-flow screw in nipple uses all stainless steel components manufactured in USA.

Regulator for Both Round and 
Square Pipe Systems

Heavy-duty
Square pipe adaptor available as an accessory for 
square pipe systems.



expert.
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Cumberland offers 36” and 50” galvanized steel belt 
drive box fans to maintain optimal environmental 
conditions efficiently and effectively. All galvanized fans 
are constructed of heavy gauge, G-90 grade galvanized 
steel and sue high efficiency motor for continuous duty 
cycles. Galvanized fan propellers are aerodynamically 
balanced for maximum air flow.
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streamline
the exhaust air flow with very little performance loss.

Cumberland PVC shutters come in white or black colour, which requires very 
low maintenance and easy to clean. The black shutters are used to reduce 
lighting applications. Aluminium shutters are also available for great durability 
in any environment. All shutters are rustproofing and practically maintenance 
free.

The Mega Flow External Damper Fan (Mega Flow ED) follows the footsteps of its top 
of the line Mega Flow predecessors, boasting the industry’s highest performance in 
a galvanized fan. The External Damper line has been completely re-engineered 
upgraded from the ground up to insure optimum levels of both quality as well as 
performance. Increasing air flow during operation and providing an unsurpassed 
complete seal when closed.
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AddAire is a feature that allows the butterfly style doors to be fully opened and remain fully opened under extreme levels 
of static pressure.
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Have You Ever Considered Using Attic Heat as Green Solar Energy for Brooding?

Operation
Vents are operated with a linear actuator or curtain machine 
and are controlled by your ventilation controller.

Unique Door Design
Exceptional air mixing due to the curved door profile which 
provides proper air velocity directing warm air from the attic 
into the house.

House Conditions
Significant benefits to GSI’s Attic vents are drier litter and 
lower ammonia concentration levels, thus providing a better 
in house environment for the birds.

Fuel Savings
Mixing warn air from the attic with house air during minimum 
ventilation reduces fuel consumption as compared to using 
cold air through sidewall inlets. Fuel savings can vary 
depending on management, house construction and climate.

Retrofit Friendly
The Attic Vent System is designed to be retrofit friendly in 
most drop ceiling poultry houses.



Black Lightweight Doors
Lightweight rigid laminate foam panel doors allow for easy 
installation and can be operated with a curtain machine. 
Doors are black for dark out conditions. Available in 4’, 5’, 
& 6’ heights.

Fully Assembled
Doors come fully assembled and can easily retrofit 
existing curtain tunnel inlets.

Tight Seal
A profiled rubber seal keeps form and provides an airtight 
seal.

Energy Savings
Lower energy costs! With an insulation value of R-8, 
tunnel doors are much better insulators versus conven-
tional curtain inlets.

White Durable PVC Doors
Lightweight rigid PVC doors allow for easy 
installation and can be operated with a curtain 
machine.

H-Channel & C-channel
PVC H-Channel & C-Channel slide onto the PVC 
panels for proper seal.

Tight Seal
Static pressure pulls double stitched nylon 
curtain up against tunnel door to create an air 
tight seal.

Energy Savings
Will lower your energy cost 9 times the insulation 
value of conventional curtain material.

GSI offers vertical Sliding Tunnel Door that is easy 
to install and made of high density PU/PIR panel. 
The new tunnel door not only is energy efficient and 
airtight seal, but also save space when operates. 
The panel is strong and easy to clean for a long 
service life.

The height is controlled by the rolling belt that is 
better in operation compared with pulling cable. 
Even a single motor can operate up to 3 layers 
tunnel door! The tunnel door panel comes in three 
sizes of 2ft/2.5ft/3ft x 10ft. The sliding of 2-layer 
panels, vertically can reach up to 6ft opening.
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Attractive platform encourage birds to hop onto the 
scale.The more weight hits each day, the more accurate 
the house average weight will be. This Broiler Hanging 
scale kit include the bird platform and the LCT-1 load cell.
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Lighting condition plays an important role in poultry industry. A well controlled lighting system will help birds to grow accordingly hence increase productivity.
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Our slatted floor reduces foot pad related diseases and breast 
blisters, which are caused by wooden slats. Plastic Slats has a 
longer lifespan.

Corrosive free, does not hide contaminants or harbor for 
bacterial growth.

 (                )

Performance Interlock Design

No Sharp Edges

Strength

Optional

Rot-Proof/Non-Porous

High Quality
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With one of the lowest carbon monoxide outputs in the industry (CO 
emissions of 5 parts per million), Cumberland PuraFire Heaters are able 
to produce 225,000 BTUH Per hour. Each heater is LP or nature gas 
compatible and can be mounted inside or outside any house. These 
heaters are constructed of tough, rust-resistant galvanized steel for 
longevity and durability.

Bottom-draw intake of PuraFire promotes a better control of the air flow 
into and throughout the entire unit and provides a more efficient mix of 
air and gas. Cool air channeled along the inside casing, creates a buffer 
that makes the exterior casing safe to touch. This air pattern results in a 
unique bent flame design, which greatly increases the flame’s surface 
area and heat chamber efficiency.

•Consistent, clean burning source of 
   warmth with near 100% fuel efficiency.
•Thermostat operated.
•Intelligent trouble-shooting safety 
   features.
•In case of flame failure, automatic fan 
   shut down stops drafts & gas control 
   lockout prevents gas from escaping.
•30% Gas saving vs conventional brooder.

•Bottom-draw for better air flow control.
•“Bent flame” design greatly increases flame
   surface area and heat chamber efficiency.
•Exterior surface is safe to touch.
•Motor assembly, blower, gas valve, control 
   panel and other components are protected 
   from moisture, dirt and dust for longer lifespan
•Swinging doors on each side allow access to 
   all working parts.
•Even heat distribution.



,
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GSI’s RCS Gen 2 is a combination of simplified and effective 
evaporative cooling system. It was developed after years of field 
study and test, ideal for areas with hot and dry climate. RCS Gen 2 
is a reliable climate control solution, requiring minimum installation 
and crafted for simple supervision and maintenance. 

GSI only chooses cellulose pads with top quality, made of special 
cellulose material that provides a large surface area for high cooling 
capacity. Chemical impregnation protects the pads from damages 
influenced by outdoor weather.



PowerTrak Linear Drive and Systems

PowerTrak Optional Chain and Sprocket

and

upgraded
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enquiry.my@agcocorp.com www.gsiasia.net


